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Day 1: January 30th (1:00 PM – 5:00 PM)
Introduction / Review Past Minutes / Determine Note Taker
Meeting called to order at 1:00pm. Minutes from the November TF meeting (Boston, MA) were
reviewed and approved. No changes were made to the minutes.

Review of Open Action Items
A review of all open action items was completed.

Pontis 5.1.3 Update
Update on the status of 5.1.3. Beta 4 was released to the TAG on January 29, 2013. This release
addressed some bugs created by development, and some outstanding bugs that previously existed and
were reported by the TAG. At this time, Bentley is not aware of any outstanding issues/bugs that are in
the software which would hold up a release. Bentley anticipates this being the final Beta release.
Expected approval would be during the next TAG call, in roughly three weeks.
•

•

•

5.1.3 will have Risk Assessments included. A question was raised about who will be writing up the
logic and intro into the manuals? This is the foundation of 5.2 and should be explained properly. In
terms of higher level descriptions, we may have someone else within Bentley handle this This could
include some introductory portion to Risk in the manual. It doesn’t have to be too thorough, but
plant the seeds for the future releases of BrM. Once the manual portion for Risk Assessment is
complete, the Task Force can review and provide their input. TAG members can be used for
reviewing the writeup as well.
How do we want to handle the TRT within 5.1.3 development – referring to the TRT’s responses
about the Risk Assessment mockups? Do we want to focus on their comments and update, or
continue fine tuning the page, etc. in 5.2.1? One of the TRT’s comments was to see more risk
assessments as opposed to showing the grid. It’s good to have their feedback, but it may be a little
late to incorporate in 5.1.3, since a release is right around the corner. Maybe we can address their
comments in 5.2.1 (that seemed to be the general consensus). A point was brought up that the grid
was based on research based on FHWA arenas. The grid is not colorized as of yet, so this might be a
good branch for enhancing the Risk Assessment page in the future.
Another issue is where the page was located. It is currently located under the ‘Inspection’ tab. The
majority of the group thought that the page is where it should be. Some of the other thoughts were
should it be in its own tab, or should it be launched in its own page? If a certain agency wants it
somewhere else, it makes it much more difficult on the whole group. It doesn’t fit really anywhere
else. We are not storing risk over time as of yet. Maybe put the Risk Assessment page as an item
that plugs into the Bridge Page? Having it in the Inspection tab allows the other information to be
easily accessed. The decision was made to leave it where it is for now, including the grid. There was
talk about enhancing the grid to make it more than just a box that holds a number. Bentley demoed
the Risk Assessment page with the latest beta release. The only other comment made from the TRT
was about the grid showing decimals. The decision was made to keep risk shown as a whole integer.
We need to have the background of the box we are picking change color or signify that it was
selected, which the assessment grid currently does not do. Screenshot #3 was the one that the TRT
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•

seemed to like the best. Possibly colorize the grid, etc. But leave it the way it is for now, included in
version 5.1.3.
Some users were still having problems using the upgrade scripts. Bentley explained that having the
one upgrade script has brought some other issues to the surface that didn’t previously exist. It was
also mentioned that the Export/Import should be working in Beta 4. One of the TAG members will
test this and get back to the group. There was also a request from a DOT about getting them up and
running with 5.1.3. They would like to have a Bentley member go to their offices to assist them in
getting their software straightened out. They would like to install 5.1.3. Bentley will coordinate
with the End User Designee to ensure their issues are addressed.

Testing Status – Open Action Items (Priority Items Spreadsheet):
The TAG’s priority spreadsheet was reviewed as a group. There are 183 total tickets listed…used
Bentley’s list from November; however a good number have been addressed in some fashion since then.
Bentley verified the one’s listed as Fixed in 5.1.3 were actually fixed and included in the latest beta
release. Next, we went through the items prioritized as high – there were a total of 25 high priority
marked items. One of the TF members asked how we (the TF) want to proceed with what the TAG
perceives as high priority, because there is always a bucket list…so we need to have a plan, or some sort
of roadmap for dealing with the high priority stuff. The question was asked if there are any high priority
items which are showstoppers. There are a few in that category, but J they should all be resolved in
Beta 4. The TAG was waiting until 5.2 to have them fully addressed. Seems like the TAG is ready to
approve 5.1.3 during there next call, assuming nothing major appears.
• In order to create a roadmap, we need to know if the issue is Agency Specific, or Product Specific.
We shouldn’t have any hold up on the product’s release if the high priority issue is agency specific.
We also need to make sure that every high priority issue is a bug…not enhancements, etc. As a
group, how do we handle the low and medium priorities identified?
• PONPLUS-64 was discussed. Should there be an action for Replace Structure? This issue has been
around for quite some time. It is an issue of what Pontis provides out of the box. Where does the
listing of the TRT of relevant actions come into play? Can we (Bentley) just create a replace bridge
action? The answer was yes. When would the TRT’s default list be pushed out into the product?
That list is still a work in progress at this point. Francois mentioned possibly sort the issue based on
reporter, and hold a conference call with the agency reporter to provide them with direct feedback.
• Looking ahead to 5.2.1 testing and beyond, we will need testers to validate results of the
development…not only that it works correctly, but ensure its validity. Validation would be verifying
that the developed product is what was needed and expected in the software. This will be discussed
further.

Schedule for Release / Webinars:
Two actions items surrounding webinars. We are currently holding off for specific reasons related to the
next element manual updates. This is now a matter of timing issue. We don’t want to proceed and
record webinars that may be changed if the manual updates are accepted later this year. It seemed like
the tone of most people is that the manual will get approved in June, so there’s no reason to record
now, because then they’ll need to be redone. This is roughly 16 hours’ worth of webinars on one topic.
This task was put on the backburner for now.
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Bentley also showed the list of training snippets that they had put together. This will be discussed
during the executive session and a decision will be made on how to proceed.

Google Mapping Function:
The background of this topic is the Task Force and Bentley both want Google Maps integrated into
Pontis, and the results exported to KML to view on a map. Bentley ran through the current proposal and
the functionality of how they envisioned this working. We explained that that map would show the
bridges selected from a criteria entered. The user would run a filter, select the bridges to map, go to the
Bridges Filter, and choose Map. A suggestion was instead of showing the list of bridges on the right;
couldn’t that space be used for street view instead? If you could do that then you could launch directly
into the bridge. Build the street view directly in would be a benefit.
Most states are struggling with whether or not their bridges are on the National Highway System. The
only way to tell is looking at the functional classification (i.e. showing a line map of and plot of their
bridges). It would be really nice to click and move the bridge on the map to its correct location. To start
you could run a script, but when you plot them their not going to be right (could show up off to the
left/right, etc.). This feature should have the functionality to move them back to the correct spot –
giving agencies a way to correct as they encounter this problem. A question was asked if anyone owned
the exact coordinates of the bridge within each person’s state. The proposal does not include Street
View option or adjustment option at this time.
It was noted that once Bentley creates the mapping feature, we’re going to get a flurry of suggestions
and recommendations from people using it. This is a good starting point, but the TF will eventually need
to define the direction of the mapping functionality down the road. For example, what is going to be
included in the hover help? Perhaps name, last inspection, and something else minor? Where are the
coordinates taken from (i.e. center of bridge, start of the bridge, first abutment in the right hand
shoulder), etc.?
The second portion of the mapping component is licensing the software. As Bentley understands,
AASHTO would have to license the software for Google Maps. This would cover all States and their
usage. We could leave the States to determine how they would like to handle? It has to be public
facing in order for it to be free to use. There are no other AASHTOWare products using Google maps
currently.
The Task Force will take this into Executive session to see how they would like to proceed.

API Changes and Discussion:
In order to make BrM integrate properly with other programs, including InspectTech, there are some
pre-requisite tasks that need to be completed (i.e. browser compatibility). Currently Internet Explorer
10 does not work with Pontis and neither does Firefox, Google Chrome, etc. Bentley is suggesting the
ability to modify the code to make it compatible with W3C metrics to make Pontis work on all major
browsers. Revamping the user interface is another facet of this effort which would need completed.
There were funds in 5.2 Solicitation for this effort and updating the user interface which could be used
to support this effort. Bentley has already adopted controls such as Telerik to assist in this process.
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A third pre-requisite would be security enhancements. The security model of BrM is not as efficient as it
should be. If security is not wanted for the add-ons that is okay, then this is not an issue. This is a
separate pre-requisite from the first two.
Right now, there is really not much of an API in Pontis. There are a lot of missing pieces and the pieces
that are there are not functioning properly. Bentley is proposing to create a formal API with hooks into
the BrM code, as well as documenting the API for any one, or agency to use as needed. This would
create the connection between InspectTech and BrM, and other third party software for that matter.
API enhancements would help agencies with their custom tasks as well. Without an API, custom work
actually becomes more expensive and harder to manage. Without an API, you pretty much have to hack
it through. If agencies have direct database linkages, when they upgrade, they need to make sure their
external programs have learned of the changes. Hardcoded makes them have to do all of the work.
With an API approach, the internal database structure changes don’t occur. Bentley believes they could
include this along with upgrade of user interface and database structure.
Bentley prefers moving the API development up on the schedule, so when agencies implement 5.2.1
they will have access to it. The driving factor is the agreement of being able to have add-ons plugged
into BrM. Plugins will have to exist on the same server as the BrM software. Agencies will benefit from
the API; however, it is not being developed as a web service at this time. The API will allow agencies to
create their own custom forms. Same range of functions that the other functionality had.
Are we positive we’ll not need web services, taking into consideration MAP21 – which requires
integration with other asset management systems? We are trying to figure out the best path, but web
services would also be needed. We have to use an API and web services together…now it’s a question
of when will we get this done, and in what order.
What level of comfort do we have that users will benefit from API? Agencies are going to expect that
API will be in the software. It will provide:
• better looking screens
• ability to use safari, chrome, Firefox, IE10, etc.
• showed some mockups that they made up with the graphic designer of what some of the screens
can look like.
What impact will this have on our developer’s bandwidth? Redoing the interface would require
developer’s time, pulled from Bentley’s Pontis team and 5.2.1 development. Bentley will look into
specifics. There is a tradeoff to undertaking this project, on when to do some core functionality such as
continuing to build out the Risk Assessment page.
To do what Bentley is proposing, can it be broken out? Are there parts to this undertaking that could
be done without doing the first part? Security would be a must, and API would be very useful. At least
2/3 would need to be completed first. The end goal is to allow agencies to create these forms on their
own. It would give them speed, flexibility, the ability to use real estate on their screen, and giving users
back functionality that went away when 5.X was created.
Questions/Statements posed:
1. In order to go forward we would need a much more detailed scope of work. There has to be more
objectives, end goals, etc.
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2. Does this take into account creation of functional design specifications?
3. Bentley estimated with some sort of assumption…the Task Force needs to what those assumptions
are so we are on the same page.
4. Identify the specific screens and what exactly you are doing on the screens.
5. How much would this set back 5.2 development (5.2.1)? Bentley will think about that and we’ll pick
back up tomorrow.
a. could someone pick it up and jump in quickly?
b. will this save time down the road?
c. does this push our real function beyond our planned end date?
Adjourn– 5:00 PM.

Day 2: January 31st (8:00 AM – 5:00 PM)
Recap of Yesterday’s Meeting and Further Discussion on API Changes
Meeting called to order at 8:00am.
The Task Force started the day going back over the API upgrade and recapping yesterday’s conversation.
• Theoretically, all future development would be faster if API was included. Bentley is looking to hire
additional developers, so they’re hoping 5.2 developments wouldn’t be too distracted. Right now,
when bringing new people onto Pontis, there is a big learning curve. With API this curve is reduced.
Every agency is going to have to implement the new elements and software, and we’re also
expecting a wave of service unit work when this happens. API would allow us to ramp up for this in
a shorter time frame. Bentley estimated that in order to complete we would have 2-3 people
working on API over a 10-12 week period (causing a 10-12 week delay approximately). However,
they did note that API would allow potential catch-up with 5.2.2 development work.
• In the work plan there is money earmarked for facilitating third party work. This would enable the
push capability from Pontis, instead of pulling from somewhere. Bentley explained that with
iFRAME support the software would render in an iFRAME. The latter three items in the work plan
do they have to be done independently, or should it be done together? The work to be done would
be simple…but you couldn’t exactly start putting the integration on the front end until all three are
complete. The bottom three could be done independently with the items in the first section. No
additional questions from the TF.
• Discussed the conference call between Task Force members and Bentley: Bentley proposal was the
AASHTO catalog includes a license for InspectTech software in the AASHTOWare catalog. There is
no piece of Bentley content right now that can be plugged into Pontis. A plugin to Pontis is one that
is going to be developed by someone else, launched from Pontis interface, and populates the Pontis
database.
• The pieces that are shared would contain a bi-communication. Item 58 exists in both InspectTech
and Pontis. As soon as someone changes that field, it would automatically write to the Pontis
database. Both either need to be remote hosted or agency hosted…preferably on the same server.
Bentley is planning to host Pontis regardless of Plugins or not. If an agency wants to add plugins,
they would have to be together on the same server (either everything hosted, or everything on
agency). If it makes sense to include, the Task Force would like the ability to assess if it should go
into Pontis. A lot of the content may be so universal that they would like to include in the database.
• Further discussion deferred to executive session.
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Project Manager’s Report & Solicitation Budget Update
There are four State DOTs which did not license Pontis this year (Fy13), that were previous licensees.
Judy tried contacting one of these agencies but has not been able to speak to anyone. We know the
situation in two of the States. We are less familiar with the last State’s situation; however, we are aware
that they have licensed other AASHTOWare products this year, just not BrM.
Judy provided draft budget information to be distributed during the Executive session. She also had a
travel budget to go over.
No additional agencies have joined the Pontis 5.2 Solicitation since the last update. There was some
interest from a few DOTs. Judy has sent followed-up with them via email; however, we have not yet
received a response.

Marketing and Service Unit Update:
A DOT sent out a note, a question to other States - what are you using besides Pontis? There are
different products out there and this particular State may be interested. The DOT doesn’t really know
what they have…they have a ton of custom stuff and they are not sure how it’s configured.
• The Task Force’s message to this State was pretty much be open to an “Out of the box” Pontis install
meeting your needs. We might be in a position to send someone to provide assistance to their staff.
This would be to help them ultimately understand how we can help and what Pontis can do.
• Would the TF support that level of marketing support for a single DOT? If we do nothing, they will
more than likely move on from Pontis. It’s possible that their whole system would fall apart if they
drop Pontis. They are in limbo, because they have never seen a basic version of Pontis.
• Impression: It seems like the right thing to do would be to go and spend a few days with the State
and help them get a handle on what they have and show them what Pontis can do out of the box. It
seems like a support issue and a marketing issue. We should treat them the same or better as any
new customer that comes along. They have roughly 100 hours of support per license is a general
rule of thumb before TF discussion is needed. Anything up to a week or two, we should put into it.
• What caught his interest the most is sending in someone that knows Pontis...someone to help draw
a picture of how their system works. Is it operating? What they think Pontis is, is not really the
Pontis software. Use Bentley to perhaps resolve this. If the TF says yes, then the balls in the DOT’s
court. Potentially show them 5.1.3 while we’re there and explain that we could host them via
AASHTO soon. They are going to get full on sales pitches from other companies. Let’s give them a
personal approach to helping them…not a sales pitch. No objections were raised from the TF. We
should show them 5.1.3 while we’re there (if it happens).
• You have a long time user…ultimately you lose more in the long run via the license fee, marketing
them in the future. We have the resources to help. They may not have any way to run Pontis
native. Donating our time is the right thing to do. If we do nothing, they may not renew their
license. Do we reach out to the IT department? IT people were sitting in the Pontis training class. IT
will be required to get into their system.

Marketing and Service Unit Update:
•

Bentley is conducting a Roads and Bridges webinar at the end of February. They plan to have 300400 people watching the webinar. Sent out the meeting link to Task Force people on the spot. It’s
on release of 5.1.3 and plans for 5.2. In general, Bentley’s marketing is very flexible and helpful.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internationally, Bentley has a good sales person in Australia and New Zealand. There is a lot of
interest with deterioration modeling, etc in that region of the world.
TRB - Bentley did two presentations. Both were received pretty well.
GIS IT – submitted an abstract about Bentley presenting information on BrM and Google Maps.
Submitted an abstract for Bentley’s annual conference. Received/approved…usually 1000 people.
ABMIS – 2014. Bentley will submit an abstract.
IBC – Pontis information will be distributed during the conference.
Bentley visited a non-Pontis state directly. They are using an agency wide system now.
Another non-Pontis agency is still interested in Pontis. Sent questions to Judy about
Bentley/AASHTO relationship. They will probably do a new RFP in the future.
A Pontis agency wants to get up and running soon with the latest version of Pontis. They are
moving forward, but not sure when they are going to license Pontis.

Suggestion: something to talk about is Pontis as not just for NBI information. Put this in the rolling PPT
for booths at conferences/etc. Put it on the website as well.

Service Units:
•
•
•

DOT #1 –having problems getting his annual license fee paid. Bentley cannot finish the service unit
work until this is paid. Emails have been exchanged and he asked to delay our second trip.
DOT #2 – approved $40K work to get started. They use a custom system that they previously
created. Bentley talked with their end user designee and we’ll be getting started soon.
DOT #3 - A statement or work/work plan was sent to the DOT. They have recently dropped off, but
we’ll get into contact with them soon and see where they stand with this.

Potential Service Units:
•
•

Bentley visited with DOT #4. They are very curious about Pontis 5.2. Perhaps have us come out and
explain how Pontis could plug into their current system and meet their needs.
DOT #5 is interested in upgrading to the web version and possibly have it hosted.

There are a lot of opportunities for service unit work. Once dates are finalized for 5.2’s release
schedule, there will probably be a large surge for services units. This brought about a conversation
about should the TF advertise for a set package for helping update a state from 4.X to 5.X? Understand
their needs, document what their plan is going to be, and provide an executable plan. Fixed Price is
tough for service unit work such as this because some agencies have complex databases that require a
major cleanup, and unforeseeable problems.
A White Paper on the steps that are needed to update (an implementation plan)…including local
agencies movement, would be a very helpful and popular document. For example, what do you have to
do before you migrate? Can you migrate a half completed inspection? It would explain that you may
have to stop early, and shut down for a time period. There is a whole sequence which can be
complicated. Perhaps draw a Picture in Visio to illustrate the process as well.

Federal Highway Administration – Update on Bridge Management Issues and FHWA
Initiatives (San Diego, CA 1/30/2013)
NBI Coding Guide. NBICG Core team finished work on the Identification Section and the Structure Type
and Material Section. As indicated at the PUG meeting we were nearing completion on the Bridge
Elements Section. We are working with Mike Johnson who has the lead for rewriting the AASHTO guide
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manual for AASHTO SCOBS T-18. We are to assist with editing the AASHTO guide appendix B and C as
well as examination of the defect language in the AASHTO manual. We are the drafting the FHWA
Bridge Elements specification. FHWA would like to refer to a revised AASHTO manual in its bridge
elements section of the Specification for the NBI. The NBICG Team is also working on the Age and
Service section and nearing completion.
Collection of Element Level Inspection Data: As required by MAP-21, collection of element level bridge
inspection data for NHS bridges will commence on April 2015. Policy memorandum is in the works on
this topic
Bridge Management Questionnaire: On December 11th had a one-hour webinar to deliver a
presentation on the Bridge Management Questionnaire report. Our plan beyond the webinar is to ask
for Division assistance in reviewing Division Office response to a questionnaire that was sent to the
Divisions back in the fall of 2009. We will be asking for them to update responses with any changes that
have occurred since 2009 using the same questions (baseline). We will be sending out this request after
the webinar is completed and that request will occur sometime in early January. We will be asking for
their response in consultation with their State counterparts.
Bridge Management Technical Assistance: A total of 11 ELBI training sessions have been requested, 9
completed, 9 scheduled for a total of 29 sessions.
Location
AL DOT (Pilot)
FHWA-HQ
WI DOT
WY DOT
TFHRC
GA DOT
NE DOR
UT DOT
TN DOT
NH DOT
ID DOT
NYS DOT
NYS DOT
NCDOT
MI DOT

Dates
12/6-7/2011
2/28-29/2012
5/22/2012
08/1-2/2012
8/13/2012
8/28/2012
10/24-25/2012
12/11/2012
12/11-12/2012
01/30-31/2013
2/13/2013
3/11/2013
3/14/2013
3/20-21/2013
05/8-9/2013

National Bridge Management Business Plan and Roadmap. Solicit feedback for kinds of activities to be
included in the plan. Roadmap delineates activities to be pursued.
Bridge Management System Implementation Guide: We will develop and deploy a BMS
implementation guide. It will address the kinds of activities that a State DOT needs to develop a viable
BMS. Material developed will be reviewed by a State DOT / Federal team. States of NY (Francois
Ghanem), ID (Dan Gorley), and VA (Adam Matteo) will participate. Larry O’Donnell, Kenny Tong (Ohio),
Leonard Randall (OK) and I will represent FHWA on the team. Contract awarded to Jensen Engineering
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and Consulting, LLC in partnership with Harpers Enterprise. Meeting with contractor planned for
December 3, 2012.
Performance Based Mgmt. of Hwy Bridges Training Course: We are developing web based training
course consisting of: a) Bridge Management Fundamentals and b) Performance Based Management of
Highway Bridges. The material that is developed will be reviewed by a State DOT / Federal team. States
of FL (Richard Kerr), Michigan (Becky Curtis), and NC (Cary Clemmons) will participate. Derek Soden,
Dan Brydl (Illinois), Liz Cramer (UT) and I will represent FHWA on the team.
Bridge Management Case Study: A 3rd and 4th Case study are in the preliminary planning stage. a)
Bridge Management: Advanced Condition Assessment Applications in State A, B, ….” ;b) Bridge
Management: Bridge LCCA Practices in State A, B, C.

Bridge Preservation.
1. Bridge Preservation Website (Tool Box):
A. Public Website - (Tool Box) opened in February, 2012. See
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/preservation/.
B. SharePoint Site - is in development under the innovation exchange site. This SharePoint site
will be open to both FHWA and non FHWA users. Users must register and will be able to upload,
download, and exchange bridge preservation related information. The site is under testing and launch is
anticipated early 2013.

3. Update Bridge Maintenance NHI Course 134029 (new NHI number 130108)
The overall objective of this training is to provide information on the fundamentals aspects of bridge
maintenance and preservation as well as provide instructions for performing a wide range of useful and
effective bridge maintenance, preservation and repair procedures. The main tasks of this effort include:
Update Bridge Maintenance Reference Manual
Develop Prerequisite WBT Course (130107 A), “Fundamentals of Bridge Maintenance” (16 hrs)
Update the Instructor-led Training (ILT) Course NHI 130108 (4 ½ days)
Develop Optional WBT Courses (130107, B, C, D)
130107B - Maintenance Practices of Bridge Painting (3 hours)
130107C - Maintenance of Movable Bridges (3 hours)
130107D - Maintenance of Masonry Bridges (2 hours)
Project Status: Project was advertised and proposals are due in February. Project is anticipated to be
completed in 3 years.
4. Developing new Bridge Preservation web-based Training Course Series NHI 130106: The
overall objective of this course series is to develop three web-based training (WBT) courses that address
the principles and effective practices for planning and implementing a successful bridge preservation
program. The course series will be approximately 8 hours of instruction in total.
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Course 1: Bridge Preservation Fundamentals
Course 2: Establishing a Bridge Preservation Program
Course 3: Communication Strategies for Bridge Preservation
Project Status: Contract awarded to Baker; held a kick off meeting; developed a high level design plan,
in the process of developing the detail level design plan. Anticipated completion of the training course in
the end of 2014.
5. Developing new self-paced web-based training course with respective electronic inspection
guide for construction and maintenance personnel. Each module is approximately 2-hours long:
Course 1: Sealing and Waterproofing Bridge Components
Course 2: Coating and Painting Bridge Superstructures
Course 3: Safety during Bridge Preservation Activities
Project Status: Contract awarded to PerformTech; assembled technical committee consisting of
members from industry and broke into three working groups to provide the content materials for the
training modules; anticipated completion by end of 2013

Bridge Management Minimum Requirements: Because of MAP-21 we are working on an Asset
Management Regulation that includes pavement and bridge minimum requirements.
National Tunnel Inspection Standards: NTIS draft final rule to be revised based on requirements set
forth in MAP-21, TBD; Revise Tunnel Operation, Maintenance, Inspection and Evaluation (TOMIE)
Manual in light of MAP-21, Spring 2013; National Tunnel Inventory Schema and Coding Guide being
developed, Spring 2013.
National Bridge Inspection Standards: NBIS rulemaking activities have begun. The National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS) were last updated in December 2004, last major update.
MAP-21 requires that FHWA revise the current NBIS regulations within three years from the date of
enactment, considering the following areas:
1) Methodology, training, and qualifications for inspectors, including the establishment of a
procedure for the national certification of bridge inspectors
2) Frequency of inspection
3) Risk-based approach to determining the frequency of bridge inspections
4) Collection of element level inspection data,
5) Enhanced reporting and monitoring of critical findings, and,
6) Training that is revised from time to time to take into account new and improved techniques.

Long Term Bridge Performance Program
Data Collection
1. The LTBP program is moving forward with plans to begin the long-term data collection in the MidAtlantic States with two initial clusters—a steel multi-girder bridge cluster and a prestressed concrete
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multi-girder bridge cluster. Toward that end, the LTBP Team has met with each of the seven MidAtlantic States and discussed bridges in their states that could potentially be included in the initial
clusters. The list of reference and cluster bridges for these two clusters are being finalized, and a joint
online meeting will be held with the Mid-Atlantic States on February 5, 2013 to discuss the selected
bridges. It is anticipated that data collection will begin for bridges in these Mid-Atlantic clusters in
March 2013.
2. LTBP staff plan to meet with State Coordinators and their colleagues in the Gulf States in February
2013
3. LTBP staff plan to meet with State Coordinators and their colleagues in the Northwestern and
Southwestern U.S. in March 2013.

Robot
The LTBP program, in conjunction with the Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation at
Rutgers University, have envisioned, planned, designed, and constructed a fully automated and
autonomous (robotic) system for condition assessment of concrete bridge decks by integrating multiple
complementary and customized non-destructive evaluation technologies. The system is designed to
characterize the three most common deterioration types in concrete bridge decks: rebar corrosion,
delamination, and concrete degradation.
Two demonstrations of the robotic system were held—one on November 26, 2012 on the U.S. Route 15
bridge over I-66 in Haymarket, Virginia, and one on January 9, 2013 at the Turner-Fairbank Highway
Research Center (TFHRC) in McLean, Virginia. The robot was also on display in the exhibit hall during the
Transportation Research Board’s (TRB) Annual Meeting in January, 2013 in Washington, DC.
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Webinars
1. A series of webinars on the LTBP Program will be offered beginning in January, 2013. This is an
excellent way for someone to come up-to-speed on the LTBP program. The first webinar will take place
on Tuesday January 29, 2013 from 1:00 PM to 2:30 PM EST and cover two topics—an overview of the
LTBP Program and a description of the LTBP Bridge Portal.
2. The LTBP program, in conjunction with the TRB AHD35 Bridge Management Committee and the TRB
AHD30 Structures Maintenance Committee, hosted a workshop on Thursday morning January 17, 2013
at the Transportation Research Board’s (TRB) Annual 2013 meeting in Washington, DC.
3. The second issue of LTBP News, the LTBP program’s newsletter, was published in December 2012. It
will be posted shortly on the LTBP website
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/research/tfhrc/programs/infrastructure/structures/ltbp/.
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License Structure Continued Discussion
Pricing is an important topic now, and in the future. The license structure that InspectTech/Bentley uses
and what Pontis uses is not the same. There has to be some movement towards the middle ground.
The group started talking about this in Boston, and looked at what it would look like if Pontis license
structure did use a bridge by bridge basis and it was all over the board. The vast majority of Pontis
licensees are state DOTs. We probably don’t want to change the expectations for this year because they
are planning for purchasing the software already.
The main question is: how to can make Pontis licensing more beneficial to make smaller agencies (nonDOTs) use and license the software themselves? Bentley displayed a proposed three tiered pricing for
the group’s discussion. The tiered pricing structure would only be offered with a SaaS solution, which
reduces support considerably.
Much discussion followed. One topic was a discussion about offering a lite version (no user group
attendance and 10 hours of support per year). Fix some number that works. Then have a standard
version which offers user group attendance and 15 hours of support per year. The group seemed to
agree that a plus option is better than having a lite vs. standard. The Plus option would allow them to
purchase 5 extra hours of support and attend the meeting.
Bentley reviewed some customer support stats such as the average support hours used per agency in
FY12 and FY13.
The following issues were discussed by the Task Force and attendees:
• Constraint – we are trying to fit this into a business model because of Bentley uses it.
• There are drawbacks to having the low cost option. For example, we are basically creating two
distinct groups and that is not good.
• If smaller agencies want to use Pontis, they are most likely going to use this for their inspection
effort, not management/planning capacity, and that’s not the direction of the software.
• The low amount of support hours is rather limiting, and could be setting agencies up for
disappointment and frustrated licensees. There was an issue with how Bentley was
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•
•
•

anticipating/projecting support based on 5.X reported issues. To deduce any support numbers
based on a small handful of agencies is not the accurate approach. We need to be careful with
support. If you have counties which need hand holding, the State may need to step in and help
them out. If the small agency needs support, and they reached their cap, their anger is going to be
directed at somebody (State or TF), or they’ll complain so much that we’ll have to revisit the cap on
support.
We are putting the State in the middle.
In a typical small county, is Pontis going to be something useful?
Risk: Is the user happy…how are current agencies going to handle this?

There was discussion about the support related issue. SaaS would alleviate a lot of local agency support
problems. Most support related issues is not about using the software, but configuring and installing.
SaaS eliminates a lot of this. The pricing model shown/discussed does not include their hosting costs.
We are actually looking to segment the market. Virtis/Opis was referenced and how they are pricing for
smaller agencies themselves. Based on our survey results, States feel they can distribute Pontis down
through anyone in the State they would like, and would support.
It was agreed that if we could have some sort of pilot for this licensing that would be better. It wouldn’t
be long before we could see if this was cost effective or not. If we have a good set of assumptions about
support, and some sort of projection and market research on local agencies that would be a good basis
for a decision. We could state that none of these smaller agency options give the agency a say in what
the Task Force/Contractor does with the product (only for full licensees).
The only major drawback the group identified was potential frustration. Someone mentioned possibly
showing the write-up to the users before publishing in the catalog. This was not a valid approach
because it wouldn’t make it into the catalog in time. Maybe limit it to one year in the catalog?
Characterize this as a small agency licensing pilot.
From SCOJD’s perspective, if you feel comfortable with the pricing there would be support for that. An
example DOT has 38 counties, but they do all of the inspections, etc. Bridge Management is left to the
counties themselves. A Task Force member said he knew of 5 to 6 counties would like to jump on
board. In this DOTs situation the counties revenue would actually exceed the State’s license. Many
agencies could understand that there will be startup costs that are going to occur. Service units could
cover that if they so choose which would help reduce any frustration about the amount of support time.
The initial first year interest we see this pricing model getting is 5-10 agencies. Catalog is submitted
mid-Feb. We just need to present it in a way to describe what we are after. Need a paragraph, blurb of
what it is and what we’re trying. Open up capabilities to smaller agencies and considering Map21, etc.
A Vote was taken: Putting this in as pilot in the catalog, and track support metrics to get better idea of
the needs, etc. Vote Results: Yes = 7, No = 1. We’ll Pilot it to the public bridge owners, or their agents.
Engineering firms get this same offer (why would we exclude)?

Budget Update
Bentley provided a quick overview of the handouts prepared, including a recap of the remaining
amounts in the T&M buckets for the FY12 MSE and FY13 MSE. FY12 MSE has been extended through
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March 2013. In recent months, TM3A has been the largest expense by a long shot as a result of 5.1.3
fixes and other items, which does not have its own line item in either contract. The Task Force had no
specific questions about the budget and remaining amounts after analyzing.
There was some discussion of the feasibility and usefulness for consolidating FY12 and FY13 MSE
budgets into FY13 stirred by Bentley. This would make it easier for everyone to evaluate and manage.
Not sure if it would be allowed due to fixed price items still existing on the FY12 MSE (related to
5.2.1)…SCJOD may have an issue with it. Right now, there are FP funds on FY12 which are not being
touched per Task Force direction. Upon contract expiration, where are these funds going to roll into?
Perhaps TF directed tasks?

BrM Service Unit Report:
Bentley reviewed the service unit report and changes since the last meeting.
Bentley provided an update on other service unit projects on the horizon. Other agencies include 3 new
agencies. There are official projects Bentley can work on.

Customer Support
Bentley reviewed the customer support breakdown with the group. No specific questions or concerns
were raised about customer support.

FY14 MSE Work Plan & 5.2 Work Plan Discussions:
This was a relatively straightforward process, especially for the FY14 MSE because not much had
changed since last year’s. We went through the budget together. The 5.2 project has to be approved
prior to June 2013.
Our goal is to finalize FDS for Phase IIA by March/April time frame and continue on the path for FDSs for
IIB and IIC thereafter. Currently, all of the 5.2 work is being done in the FY12 now. Once that expires in
March, it will be completed in FY13 TF directed tasks (because there is no specific bucket for this on
FY13).
Next we looked at the 5.2 work plan. FDSs are billable project items as shown in the work plan. Show
where we are going to fund the FDS for each phase and sub-phase. It would be helpful for the
Contractor to show a table or something where the items being developed or delivered are funded from
(i.e. Deterioration Modeling -> FY12 MSE, TM11). This could show the big ticket items. The Task Force
also needs clarification on TM4 and TM5 in the 5.2 work plan. Further discussion was postponed for an
executive session.

Catalog
Bentley presented the changes made to the Pontis catalog from last year. Pontis naming to BrM was
used throughout. By the time this catalog is out, 5.1.3 will be released. New in 2014, improved
deterioration models, project planning, not 5.1.3 items as listed. New / late 2013, coming in 2014 could
be a good lead in. Bentley will update.
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Page 3: Pontis 5.X hosting services was the next topic. Jan/Judy would like the concept of having a
hosting service unit, separate from the original service units available to agencies. The agency would
contact Bentley, and Bentley would do a write-up and service unit work plan. The agency would buy the
service units to execute.
There was a problem identified: we shouldn’t list any specific add-on modules in the catalog because
none of this is available yet. We reworded that add-on modules may be developed and become
available to licensing agencies as they are developed/release, and would be available via service units.
Keep the recommended configuration in the catalog. We added 6GB as recommended for memory and
went through the specs. The catalog needs to be changed to better describe what a super site license
would be and how states can use the software (i.e. giving to cities and counties). Unlimited number of
workstations within the agency and permits the agency and their agents to use the software within the
bounds of the agency. We agreed on the language as a group. Next, we went through the hosting and
add-on service unit section and edited as a group. Regular service units currently on hand, or purchased
cannot buy hosting or add-on services.
One of the Task Force members mentioned he was installing 5.1.3 Beta 4 and his IT department was
going to do a security analysis.
Meeting adjourned at 4:05 PM. – Executive Session.

Summary of Upcoming Task Force Meetings
AASHTOWare Bridge Products Task Force Meeting

April 16-18, 2013

Ft. Worth, TX

AASHTOWare Bridge Products Task Force Meeting

June 11-13, 2013

Seattle, WA

AASHTOWare Bridge Products Task Force Meeting

November 5-7, 2013

Brooklyn, NY

AASHTOWare Bridge Products Task Force Meeting

January 28-30, 2014

Destin, FL

AASHTOWare Bridge Products Task Force Meeting

April 22-24, 2014

San Francisco, CA
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